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         As I reflect on my Master’s degree journey, I cannot help but notice that I have grown a 
great deal in my ideas and pedagogical approaches. While I focus on writing in my classroom as 
an English teacher, through my research, study, and writing, I have learned new ways to teach 
writing and literature. At the start of my Master’s degree, I knew I wanted to earn my degree so 
that they could have college credit plus classes in my district. Earning a Master’s degree was 
something I knew I wanted to accomplish for myself, but I also thought it was a task I had to do. 
I did come into the program with fears of failure and dreading the workload. However, as I 
worked in my various courses at Bowling Green State University, I gained a newfound love for 
writing and learning. Each course I encountered helped my teaching skills grow, and I learned 
new tactics and theories that I have already begun to employ in my classroom. It is easy to forget 
how to be a student. It is also easy to get caught up in doing the same lessons, units, and teaching 
the same forms of writing each year, so my portfolio is a variety of ways to try different modes 
of writing and literature units. 
The degree program I am completing is the Master of Arts in the field of English with a 
specialization in English Teaching. I chose this program so that I could teach college credit plus, 
and continue to learn more about the subject I have been teaching for seven years. I learned so 
much more than how to be a CCP instructor. I learned that I have a love for writing, but not in 
the traditional academic way. In my Technical Writing course with Dr. Gary Heba, I learned 
about technical writing and why I wanted to add more of this type of writing in my classroom. 
My students have learned that writing is not just used in one academic way. Then in my 
Teaching of Writing course with Dr. Heather Jordan, I created a Creative Writing Unit, which is 
one of my projects provided in this portfolio. Through completing this unit, I learned that writing 
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is sophisticated, and students should have the opportunity to try new modes of writing they 
possibly have not tried before. When I opened myself to new theories and modes of writing, I 
noticed that my students wanted to learn more about those types of writing too. With the unit I 
designed with Dr. Jordan, I created a new Creative Writing course at my school and taught it for 
the first time in the 2019-2020 school year. It was a successful course that students excelled at, 
and we all learned a great deal about different modes of creative writing practice. With the 
projects in my final Master’s portfolio, I researched new and innovative ways to teach writing, a 
literature unit, and a grammar lesson. Each project looks at and provides resources that educators 
can use right now in their classrooms.  
My first project is titled “Technical Writing and Multimodal Composing in the High 
School English Classroom.” This is my substantive research project for my portfolio. The course, 
ENG 6040 Graduate Writing with Dr. Ethan Jordan, was designed to help us create projects 
around a study in English. As I was working in Dr. Jordan’s course, I had taken the course 
Technical Writing the previous semester and felt that I wanted to do more research over the topic 
and tie technical writing to multimodal composing. The theories around technical writing and its 
growing importance in future careers for students were the driving force for my decision to 
pursue this paper. I feel that more high school English courses should add technical writing and 
multimodality into their course work to better prepare students for college or their careers in the 
workforce.  
When revising this piece, I looked at polishing any grammatical errors or unclear sections 
that Dr. Jordan gave feedback over. I also had received feedback from Dr. Jordan that I needed to 
add more theory over multimodality, and its importance in my research. So I added two new 
sources over multimodal composing to better round my research out. I also moved sections of the 
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essay to help the flow of the paper for the reader. With the help of peers in ENG 6910 and Dr. 
Lee Nickoson, I also found that my conclusion needed to be strengthened for comprehension and 
a better review of the work provided.  
With the research from this project, I also wanted to provide a few projects that readers 
could use right away in their classrooms. I researched and used resources that have worked well 
in my classroom to provide lessons that educators could utilize, which I always appreciate when 
looking at scholarly articles. I also have pushed for more technical writing in my district and 
have started new technical writing projects that incorporate multimodal writing in my classroom. 
Students have learned how to place charts, images, or create infographics to add to research 
projects or other composing projects. These skills will help students in their futures. 
The second project in my portfolio comes from ENG 6800.503 with Dr. Rachel Lee 
Rickard Rebellino titled “Murder, Witchcraft, and Community Crimes in Girlhood Stories.” This 
project came into design with Dr. Rebillino’s Curated Girlhood project, where we had to take 
one of the novels from the course and create a teaching unit or research project around that 
novel. In my project, I decided to develop a semester-long course that would focus on young 
women committing crimes or having crimes committed against them. The core novel for my unit 
is The Female of the Species by Mindy McGinnis. I was inspired by McGinnis’ novel and the 
main character, Alex Craft. Alex serves almost as an anti-hero in the novel but still leaves the 
reader considering her crimes as justified. Creating this literature unit felt very empowering, and 
I would like to add the different texts to my current courses. At the end of the semester, students 
would be required to complete a literary analysis over one or more of the texts from the course 
and analyze the themes connected between each text. I have never had the opportunity to teach a 
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selective literature course like the one I have created in this project, but I think students would 
greatly appreciate and grow as learners in this course.   
The revisions for this project came from Dr. Rebellion and discussions from ENG 6910. 
The unit as a whole needed to have more integration of all of the texts, not just the main novel, 
The Female of the Species. So in each section that focuses on a specific theme, I added more on 
how the different texts would be used in the unit and how each text connects to the theme 
provided. In my original draft, I also worked with more themes from the novel, but with the 
suggestion from my peers, I moved some themes from the novel together and removed a theme 
that was not working in my research. The result is a more thoughtful coverage of each theme, 
and the essay's flow feels easier to comprehend as a reader.  
Coming back to this project to revise gave me a new source of inspiration for the 
upcoming school year. I think that this unit would work well with my junior students as they 
study American Literature, but this unit could give students a modern take on crimes and how 
there are flaws in how punishments are passed down. Students will analyze, research, and create 
their own ideas and themes between each text, which are all essential skills for students to 
acquire. However, I believe I would learn a great deal from my students, as well. This unit 
covers heavy topics that will create important classroom discussions, and I will have to be 
willing to listen, research, and create a safe environment for students to engage in a positive way. 
I look forward to what this unit will bring to my classroom. 
For the third project for this portfolio, I have a teaching unit created for Dr. Heather 
Jordan in ENG 6200 titled “Creative Writing: Awakening a Student’s Authorship, Voice, and 
Collaborative Skills,” which was a project to end Teaching of Writing. As I stated at the 
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beginning of this narrative, I was inspired by Dr. Jordan’s class to create a Creative Writing 
course that could be taught in my school district. I was able to use this project to jumpstart my 
year-long Creative Writing course for the 2019-2020 school year. The course research fell in 
different pedagogical ideas that helped shape how the writing course would be set up. Students 
will show expressive pedagogy, process pedagogy, and collaborative pedagogy. All three are 
essential in a creative writing course, and since I was able to actually teach the course, I learned 
how each of these pedagogies were utilized in the course and how students responded to each. 
A large part of the revision for this project was to update the course since I had now 
taught the course in full. I was able to update the syllabus to include all of the materials covered, 
and I also added an appendix to the end of the project with samples of what writing projects 
students were required to complete. I was also given the feedback by Dr. Jordan to fine-tune 
some of my arguments for the theory section of my project. With her suggestion and the 
comments from my peers, I was able to strengthen my reasoning as to why English instructors 
should provide creative writing in their districts. 
Looking at this project after teaching the course gave me a sense of pride in how hard I 
worked on the initial project to then create the course. Students excelled in the course and 
enjoyed the different writing modes, like poetry, flash fiction, folklore, and a play format. These 
writing pieces allowed students to explore their writing in ways they had never done before, but I 
also learned to teach writing in ways I had not done before. I had to teach myself to write in 
these modes with my students, and it created a very collaborative environment for all. With 
students participating in peer review activities for each writing composition, I also learned a lot 
about giving feedback to students that were more helpful and constructive. I am very thankful 
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that I completed this project for Dr. Jordan’s course and hope to keep teaching Creative Writing 
at my school.  
My final project is titled “Grammar Practice That Sticks: Teaching Grammar in the High 
School English Classroom,” which was created in Dr. Cheryl Hoy’s Teaching Grammar in the 
Context of Writing: ENG 6220. This teaching unit covers three different grammar lessons that 
can be taught before, during, or after a writing project. Students will explore multiple difficult 
grammar lessons for students to utilize in their writing like active and passive voice, adjectives, 
adverbs, and punctuation. I chose this project because grammar is something that I have 
struggled with teaching in a way that students retain what they have learned, and I also see 
students struggling to understand the grammar lessons. Each lesson is an innovative way to teach 
grammar while also enhancing students writing. Dr. Hoy’s course looked at grammar in a way I 
had never done as a student or an educator, and I wanted to share what I learned with other 
educators. 
The revisions for this project came from peers in ENG 6910, but also in the fact that I 
have taught some of these grammar lessons in class now. I wanted to update the timing and flow 
of the lessons as some needed more time to complete. I also wanted to add to the lessons for 
clarity and polish each one so readers could use the lessons right away in their classrooms. A 
note from Dr. Lee also made me re-evaluate my thesis statement for my project, and so I 
changed the language around for better clarity of purpose for the project.  
Dr. Hoy’s course took a subject that was not my favorite, grammar, and put it in a context 
that made sense, but also helped develop my teaching of the subject. Each textbook required for 
the course helped put grammar under a lens that incorporated writing in ways that I had not 
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considered. The lessons provided in this project reflect what I learned, but also how I plan to 
implement new grammar techniques with different writing modes. My goal is for students to 
learn about grammar in a way that makes sense to them and enhances their writing skills. Most 
of the lessons have students working collaboratively to help students become more confident in 
their grammar skills.  
My purpose for this portfolio is for each reader to look at teaching in a new and 
innovative way that will guide students and educators. I have resources in each project that will 
push ideas for new projects or encourage readers to try a new writing mode or novel that they 
have never tried before. My portfolio shows how I have grown as a writer and educator. I hope 
my students are engaged in my variety of lessons and research and feel challenged to push 
themselves in their own research and writing. I encourage the reader to use the following projects 











Technical Writing and Multimodal Composing in the High School English Classroom 
I. Introduction to Technical Writing and Multimodal Composing  
 Modern technology is continually advancing and changing in the 21st century. High 
school students use cellphones, tablets, and personal computers each day within their classrooms 
from science courses to the arts; students must learn how to use technology at an early age. 
Educators and students alike require education that utilizes technology and writing together 
through technical writing and multimodal projects. Technical writing is defined by Elizabeth 
Tebequx in “What Happened to Technical Writing?” as “texts focused on content needed for 
letters, proposals, instructions, reports, and foundation works such as definition papers, technical 
description papers, and process analysis papers” (4). Technical writing is a way for the writer to 
communicate to the reader without using phrases with passive voice, adjectives, adverbs, or 
expressive language that often appears in academic or creative writing. Technical writing is 
clear, precise, and to the point; that way, the reader can quickly decide on important, often 
business-related decisions. Technical writing links with multimodality because both modes work 
with images, videos, audio, and graphics to bring a project to life. While technical writing can be 
in the form of a report, the report may require an infographic, charts, calculations, instructions, or 
video demonstrations for the writing to be successful. Students should learn how to use new 
software online, record video or audio, and put all of these modes together for a successful and 
persuasive piece at the high school level. 
 Multimodal composing is consistently used in the high school classroom. Students create 
PowerPoint presentations, videos, or even posters with images and writing connected in the 
many different classrooms, not just the English classroom. According to Lisa Dusenberry in 
“Filter. Remix. Make.: Cultivating Adaptability through Multimodality,” “multimodal 
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composing [is] not simply about adding in multimedia but rather ‘the conscious manipulation of 
the interaction among various sensory experiences—visual, textual, verbal, tactile, and aural—
used in the processes of producing and reading texts” (310). Multimodal composing is often a 
skill students are used to working with by the time they reach high school, even if they have not 
realized this process. However, technical writing that incorporates multimodal composing will 
significantly impact high school students in their future careers and careers in higher education. 
Currently, most colleges and universities require students to take advanced composition for a 
general education credit, and many have added technical writing for English, business, and 
engineering degree-seeking students; however, at the high school level, technical writing is not 
utilized as often as it should. Ohio State Standards that are modeled after Common Core 
Standards value persuasive, argumentative, and informative writing, which are on end-of-course 
exams. These exams are requirements for students to pass for graduation. With this in mind, high 
school English instructors focus mainly on these modes of writing, rather than technical writing 
projects.  
Technical writing links with multimodality because both modes work with images, 
videos, audio, and graphics to bring a project to life. While technical writing can be in the form 
of a report, the report may require an infographic, charts, calculations, instructions, or video 
demonstrations for the writing to be successful. Students should learn how to use new software 
online, record video or audio, and put all of these modes together for a successful and persuasive 
piece at the high school level. Students should have the opportunity to work with all writing 
modes before leaving the high school classroom to higher education or the workforce.  The first 
time students encounter technical writing should not be in the workplace or at a university level. 
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Technical writing and multimodal composing should be utilized in the high school 
classroom. Students use technology daily, and some students may not even realize how much 
technical writing and multimodal composing they do on each day or how often they will use it in 
their future careers. Preparing students at an early age to use technical writing correctly and 
incorporate multimodality will help them become stronger writers. Learning about technical 
writing with multimodality composing should be a requirement for all high school English 
courses to better prepare students for their future careers.  
II. The Literature Review: Why Teach Technical and Multimodal Writing? 
 Technical communication programs have been on the rise, with various institutions 
offering online degrees in technical communication. Many of these institutions have found that 
technical writing is a requirement for the modern workplace, and students need help catching up 
to these requirements. Technical writing is dated back to World War II when specifically 
factories required workers to quickly become trained on how to manufacture parts for the 
military, run factory lines, and follow factory standards (Tebeaux 5). Elizabeth Tebeaux notes 
that Dr. Nelda Larence from the University of Houston worked with companies to create shop 
manuals “that dotted the banks along the tank parts instead of refrigerators” (Tebeaux 5). These 
companies needed technical writers to help improve their efficiency, but also to work as guides 
for the women working in new positions. Technical writing’s requirements have dated back to 
World War II, but the need for technical writing programs and education is increasing each year. 
Many colleges and universities are realizing the push for technical writing, but students are not 
prepared for this mode of writing. Tebeaux argues that “too many students lack practical writing 
skills that would make them attractive to U.S. corporations” (9). Technical writing is a needed 
skill that companies desire for new hires, but students are not prepared for the work that is 
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required in these companies. Technical writing must begin at the high school level, rather than 
college and university classrooms being the first place students encounter technical writing. 
 In “Whatever Happened to Technical Writing?” Tebeaux notes that many Eastern liberal 
arts colleges still require composition and advanced compositions courses as general education 
courses instead of requiring technical writing, which does not completely prepare students for 
workplace writing (11). Tebeaux focuses on how students are behind and do not understand why 
companies do not see them as employable, even with their four-year degrees. Tebeaux states, 
“they do not understand common workplace issues and the ways in which these affect what has 
to be included in technical writing” (12). Stuart Blythe agrees with Tebeaux that the need for 
technical writing is increasing each year. Blythe found in “Professional and Technical 
Communication in a Web 2.0 World” that his graduates were getting jobs. However, it is 
becoming hard for educators to know what jobs and skills are needed in the workplace: “For 
example, the title social media manager did not exist 10 years ago, nor were the requisite skills 
for such a position on the radars of PTC curriculum” (Blythe 265). Many of the requirements for 
businesses have changed and will continue to evolve with technology booming.  
Blythe completed a technical writing survey with 257 alumni responding from twenty-
two different institutions. The study found that alumni are working with many different varieties 
of writing and communication. The study also found that many participants were finding that 
they have to train themselves to use software or website designers and wish they had learned 
more in their undergraduate programs over these types of technology (Blythe 279).  The 
surveyed alumni agreed that email, meeting notes, desktop publishing, collaboration, and design 
were large portions of their jobs. Blythe found that since technical writing does not follow a 
singular composing situation, “instructors need to expose students to the increasing range of 
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composing software required to effectively build content (supporting verbal, visual, aural, video 
modes) and media channels used to disseminate content (including print, video, Web, social 
networking)” (281-282). Since technical writing has an increased role in the modern workplace, 
instructors and students alike have realized the need for technical writing to occur in the English 
classroom as well. While Tebeaux and Blythe agree technical writing is essential, Tebequx 
argues that institutions are not listening to technical writing instructors about the push in 
technical writing over academic composition. However, this argument is not completely 
founded.   
 Bourelle, Bourelle, Spong, and Hendrickson are educators currently teaching at the 
University of New Mexico and have found an increase in all of the technical writing courses they 
teach over the years. In their article, “Assessing Multimodal Literacy in the Online Technical 
Communication Classroom,” they discuss how each year the course has grown as it has become 
a requirement for English, engineering, and business major degree-seeking students. Together 
these authors decided that they should begin online technical writing courses, and in their article, 
they discuss the success of that first-year online course. With the course created by these authors, 
they asked students to create a variety of technical writing and multimodal projects. These 
educators argued that instructors teaching distance programs must provide “curriculum that asks 
distance students to both analyze and create multimodal documents for a dynamic and evolving 
workforce” (Bourelle 223). Workplace writing is always evolving and changing, and instructors 
should let students know that the medium they choose for communicating has many rhetorical 
choices. Bourelle quotes Cargile Cook’s discussion on the importance of technical writing and 
multimodality working together: 
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Cargile Cook’s (2002) discussion of layered literacies purports that the rhetorical skills 
emphasized with multimodal projects should be accentuated in technical communication 
as well, encouraging ‘students to understand and be able to analyze, evaluate, and employ 
various invention and writing strategies based upon their knowledge of audience, 
purpose, writing situation, research methods, genre, style, and delivery techniques and 
media’ (p. 10).’ (Bourelle 224) 
Technical writing with multimodal composing can teach students a great deal about workplace 
communication as well as teaching students to consider the rhetorical reasons behind their 
choices like audience, purpose, and best mode needed for their communication. Instructors can 
model these communications for students by then responding to their work with audio, video, or 
screen grabs to use forms of scaffolding for students (Bourelle 225-229). Bourelle stated that 
they were successful in teaching students online about technical writing with multimodality, and 
students developed successful projects (236). The modern workplace needs students with the 
skills acquired in technical writing courses with multimodal composing, as Steven Fraiberg 
found in his study.  
Steven Fraiberg’s workplace study agrees with Bourelle’s course study in that they both 
found that workplace communications are changing, and employees have to keep up with the 
changes quickly. Fraiberg’s article “Reassembling Technical Communication: A Framework for 
Studying Multilingual and Multimodal Practices in Global Contexts” focused on a high-tech 
Israeli company that worked with social media polls. Communication was a critical skill in this 
company, and it occurred through emails, video chats with companies in other countries, meeting 
notes, and consistent social media postings. Fraiberg found that on a daily basis, employees had 
to create web pages that used “weaving (knotting) together of conversations, stock photos, and 
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boilerplate material. This process shapes (and is shaped by) the positions, orientations, and 
alignments of the actors and objects” (12). Employees had to figure out formatting quickly as 
they would post polls in real-time on current issues, so employees had to be quick and precise 
with their postings online. Shane Wood found that “Multimodal pedagogy continually 
emphasizes process by asking students to become aware of the rhetorical choices they make 
through the creation of multimodal projects” (Wood 246). Much like companies must make very 
careful choices about what they publish and produce to best represent their products. Just as 
Fraiberg found, Wood notes that multimodal composing helps students with “an opportunity to 
understand the relationship of space, the positioning of images or texts in a lens through process, 
and multimodal pedagogy allows the ability to reposition images to create new meaning and 
emphasize process as a means of furthering exploration" (Wood 247). Lisa Dunsenberry’s 
discussion on multimodality shows a similar connection to Fraiberg’s findings. Dunsenberry 
teaches students that collaborative workplace communications are vital skills that required keen 
listening, empathy, and technical knowledge (301). Dunsenberry quotes Johnson-Eilola in saying 
that “the only constant in [technical communication] is change” (302). Fraiberg and Dunsenberry 
both pointed this out by showing that modern workplaces have to be clear, precise, and efficient 
in their writing, which is a skill technical writing improves.  
So why would English instructors be nervous about using more multimodality in their 
classrooms or online platforms? Jessie Borgman stated in the article “Dissipating Hesitation: 
Why Online Instructors Fear Multimodal Assignments and How to Overcome the Fear” that: 
“Using multimodal assignments is scary and exciting; however, it is beneficial to students to use 
such assignments in order to expand their understanding of composing” (Borgman 44). Teachers 
are afraid to use multimodal composing activities in their classrooms, especially if the courses 
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are held online. Borgman found that many of their coworkers stated that working with students 
and multimodal composing were scary to them because of the following reasons. Teachers are in 
fear of logistics, “fear of attempting multimodal assignments because of the widely held belief 
that they must be big and bold or complicated, fear that students will not “get it”..., [and] fear of 
being judged by students and faculty peers” (Borgman 49). However, this is a disservice to 
students that will work with multimodality in their futures careers. English instructors should 
help students recognize the importance of multimodal composing and “expand their definitions 
of what writing is; and we must give them the knowledge and tools to support their consumption 
of the multimodal texts they already digest daily” (Borgman 58). Many students create and 
compose multimodal texts daily in the classroom and at home without realizing it. Shane Wood 
in “Multimodal Pedagogy and Multimodal Assessment: Toward a Reconceptualization of 
Traditional Frameworks” agrees with Borgman and furthers the discussion of multimodality by 
saying: 
Multimodal pedagogy provides a bridge: it values social media compositions; it opens the 
possibility for students to see how much they read and write daily; it provides new means 
for discussing the composing and thinking process; it invites another purpose, audience, 
and situation to be explored in the writing classroom; it fosters new means of critical 
thinking and textual analysis; and it affords a study of cross-cultural contexts.” (Wood 
251-252) 
As English teachers learn more about technical writing and multimodal possibilities in the class 
or online platforms, they should feel confident that students are still learning how to write in new 
and innovative ways. Multimodal compositions help students express themselves through their 
writing, but also in their decisions to include images, charts, and publish their work online. 
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Traditional writing or academic essay writing is common in the English classroom and 
can make some students feel that their voice or opinions are not as important. Traditional writing 
also focuses on Standard American English (SAE), which can marginalize student voices. 
However, multimodal projects have “Rhetorical flexibility through multimodal pedagogy allows 
students the affordance of approaching projects in their own way—through their own language, 
their own voice, their own style, and with their own backgrounds” (Wood 249). By allowing 
students to write in ways they are more comfortable with, they are more willing to take academic 
risks and focus on the process of writing. Wood found that “Traditional frameworks limit student 
agency by further cultivating cultural hegemony and marginalize already marginalized voices” 
(244-245). So, by allowing students to create multimodal projects in the English classroom 
versus a more traditional academic writing style, opens students to expressing their voice and 
learning how writing will possibly occur in their future careers.  
 Based on the arguments and discussions of a variety of authors working in the modern 
workplace or instructing at current universities, technical writing with multimodality should have 
a higher value in the English classroom. Students will use the skills acquired in technical 
communications for their future careers. However, taking on new modes of writing and teaching 
can be overwhelming and frustrating in the high school classroom. High school English teachers 
have high state standards that often are tested for graduation requirements, which make teaching 
a new composing mode seem unimportant. In the proposal section of this essay, I will provide 
examples and lesson strategies to help current English instructors take on technical writing with 
multimodality in the English classroom to set students up for success in the modern workplace or 
higher education course.  
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III. The Proposal: Ideas to Bring Technical and Multimodal Writing into the High 
School English Classroom  
 The writing taught primarily in English classrooms today falls under academic or creative 
writing. In the Ohio State Standards, the writing standards for grades nine through twelve covers 
persuasive, argumentative, informative, and creative narrative composing. Technical writing 
does possibly occur in the high school classroom with resume and cover letter writing, which is 
essential to students, but more technical writing should be encouraged. Stuart Blythe stated in 
“Professional and Technical Communication in a Web 2.0 World” that the types of writing that 
are most underrepresented “appear to be largely visual (instructions, promotional materials, 
newsletters), which supports...that we need to be doing more to integrate visual design 
instruction into our curricula” (281). So the question arises, “how do English educators integrate 
technical writing and multimodal composing in the high school English classroom?” The 
following will include lessons and material proposals for teaching technical writing with 
multimodal composing in the high school English classroom.  
Students should use technical writing and multimodal composing in the English 
classroom, but it is a difficult task. At my current teaching position, the agricultural instructor, 
Rob Schnippel, and I have done just that; we require students in English 12 and Agricultural 
Business to complete a business plan and presentation. This plan combines technical writing, 
multimodality, and business techniques to guide students in the process of creating their own 
small business. Students are given the business plan prompt (see Appendix 1) where they are 
tasked at creating their own business plan with sections covering executive summary, 
opportunity, market analysis, execution, company and management summary, and a financial 
plan based on Tim Berry’s outline plan (see Appendix 2). The plan will use technical writing in 
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that each section must be precise, clear, and easy to follow along. Students are tasked with 
applying writing and multimodal composition, especially in the market analysis and financial 
plan, which must include charts, calculations, and real-world applications. These sections are 
mostly covered in the Agricultural Business course. Students are graded with the business plan 
rubric (see Appendix 3). 
 Once students have created their business plans, they are then tasked at remixing their 
plans into presentations given to local small business owners in Waynesfield, Ohio. Students 
must create presentations lasting at least seven to fifteen minutes (see Appendix 4) and persuade 
the investors to fund their plans. Students create websites, infographics, charts, PowerPoint 
presentations, Prezi, and some bring in actual products from their business. For example, a 
student from the class of 2019 created a coffee shop business plan and created t-shirts, coffee 
cups, and business cards with logos from their proposed small business. The student handmade 
these products in the schools “MakerDen,” an area with 3D printers, t-shirt presses, and much 
more. This area was funded by area local businesses, STEM grants from Ohio, and hard-working 
educators in our district. Students are graded on their presentations (see Appendix 5) by the local 
business owners and given feedback on successful their business truly could be in the real-world 
market. This plan takes students all of quarter four of their senior year with in-class work time 
occurring in their English and business courses. Students have created outstanding business plans 
in the past year, with one student using their plan to create a small woodworking business after 
graduation.  
 The business plan approach is a large undertaking for students and instructors. So, the 
following are smaller and more manageable lessons ideas for integrating technical writing with 
multimodality in the English classroom. Infographics are significantly easier to produce in the 
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age of technology with websites like Canva, Piktochart, and Google Sites. Authors Ball, 
Dunsenberry, and Tebeaux all create infographics as successful examples of integrating technical 
writing and multimodality. Dusenberry claimed that “Students who create infographics, for 
example, engage with the processes of summary, data analysis, storytelling, and audience 
engagement that they need to perform in their traditional writing, but the multimodal components 
of an infographic make students willing to think about the processes differently” (304). 
Infographics can be used in any classroom, but I have, for example, had students create 
infographics for debate projects, persuasive essays, and have had students use them for portfolios 
showcasing their work at the end of the year. For my eleventh grade students, I had them 
complete infographics after viewing “Making a Murderer,” a true-crime Netflix series (see 
Appendix 6). Students learn to manipulate images, text, and the importance of using space 
wisely. Students also learn how their rhetorical choices with these infographics can also be 
impacted if the viewer agrees with their stance. An infographic must show it is purpose clearly 
and precisely, which is an important skill in technical writing.  
 Other lesson concepts for technical writing with multimodality are software 
demonstrations, scriptwriting, board game instructions, and Lego building instructions. Authors 
Blythe and Dunsenberry both suggested students create software demonstrations to have students 
work with technology they have worked with, but present it to the class as a demonstration of 
how to use the technology. This activity gets students working with software through a new lens. 
Board game and Lego building instructions can also get students working with technical writing 
with multimodality. Ball suggested in “Writer/Designer A Guide to Making Multimodal 
Projects” that students should analyze their design choices and how the audience would 
understand those choices. With game and Lego instructions, students would need to discuss 
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emphasis, contrast, color, organization, and alignment (Ball 44). Finally, scriptwriting may seem 
like it would not fit in technical writing, but Blythe found that it is needed in the modern 
workplace, “in our survey, for example, play and scriptwriting were common types of text. We 
assume this is in part because of the growth of video, which often requires a script” (Blythe 281). 
Many businesses post on social media with live videos, commercials, ads, or post product 
releases. All of these modes need scripts to make sure the business and their products are viewed 
in the correct manner. Having students create scripts over a product they have created or even 
taking one of their software demonstrations and making it into a “postable” videos could help 
students understand the importance of their rhetorical choices. All of these lesson concepts and 
practices are ways that English instructors can integrate technical writing and multimodality into 
the high school English classroom to get students prepared for the workplace and higher 
education composing.  
IV. Conclusion: The Possibilities with Technical Writing and Multimodality  
 In conclusion, technical writing and multimodality can fit into the current English 
classroom with instructors teaching high school students how to engage in and utilize new 
technology and writing online in new modes. Students are already creating online through social 
media and expressing their creative voice. So why not give them the opportunity to do so in the 
classroom? Imagine students creating online websites or infographics that are well researched, 
argumentative, and that contain writing with images, charts, and other graphics. Students would 
create these pieces and could publish them to share their voice with other classmates or on social 
media. Students will begin to see the importance of technical writing and, if continuing their 
education, will encounter technical writing in higher education. However, they will be prepared 
for this composing. High school students can join the workforce with background knowledge of 
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how to manipulate and create technical writing pieces for their future employers, making them 
more marketable. However, I still see the need for high school educators and even universities to 
see the importance of technical writing. Not all universities or colleges require technical writing, 
and not all English teachers feel that they are suited well enough to teach technical writing.  
 To teach technical writing with activities and lessons that are engaging could require 
technology or resources that not all school districts can obtain. At my district, all students have 
Chromebooks with our one-to-one initiative and the MakerDen, which allows students to work 
with technology in new innovative ways. This is not the case for all districts, and that can seem 
like overwhelming odds against teaching technical writing in the high school classroom. Other 
issues arise when looking at standards set for English instructors, which do not include technical 
writing, with this mode of writing also not being tested. This again makes it so it does not seem 
like a critical subject to cover in the high school English classroom. However, if instructors can 
find ways to help students express their voices in a non-traditional way, students will feel heard 
and will be more prepared for workplace writing skills.  
 Through my research and experience, now with technical writing, I argue that technical 
writing should be a requirement for juniors and seniors in English courses. The first time that 
students encounter technical writing should not be in the workplace or at their future universities. 
I believe it is a disservice to students if they do not work with technical writing and 
multimodality at least once in the high school English classroom. It may take teachers longer to 
plan or request funding for their lesson concepts, but students will gain a wealth of knowledge 
and skill for their future careers. Technical writing and multimodality connect seamlessly with 
students learning real-world writing skills, which is why these modes should be taught in the 
English classroom.  
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V. Appendix  
Appendix 1: Business Plan Prompt 
Business Plan Prompt 
 
Select a small business to research and develop into a business plan and presentation. Students 
will learn to format a business plan, create charts, visuals, calculations, and presentations for 
their small business. Students will use technology to produce, analyze, process, and publish 
their business plan.  
 
Task: 
● Audience:  Your instructors as well as financial investors. 
● Purpose:  To present a researched, fully-funded small business in Ohio with mixed 
media throughout. 
● Length:  8-10 Full Pages This length does not include the Works Cited or Appendix. 
● Sources: The plan could include evidence from credible sources. Consider the “Helpful 
Websites” section that could enhance your plan. You will need to evaluate the sites you 
choose based on reliability and credibility.  
● You will develop your plan into a presentation for a request in funding.  
 
Keys to Success: 
1. Use the following websites to compile the information for your report:  
2. Each section of the Outline should be clearly marked and addressed in your Business 
Plan (most business plans require 8-12 pages to include this information effectively). 
Click on each section for more detailed information: 
a. https://articles.bplans.com/a-standard-business-plan-outline/  
3. Refer to this Sample Car Wash Business Plan, your plan should resemble this format: 
a. https://www.bplans.com/car_wash_business_plan/executive_summary_fc.php  
4. Refer to these Samples you model your type of plan: 
a. https://www.bplans.com/sample_business_plans.php?_ga=2.30944957.362204953.1511960096
-803322015.1484831901  
5. Be sure to include the following in your Appendix: 
a. https://articles.bplans.com/what-to-include-in-your-business-plan-appendix  
 
Helpful Websites for Business Plans: 





1. Census.gov shows data on age, sex, education, income stats, etc for all U.S. states and 
counties: 
a. www.census.gov  
2. Ohio Department of Transportation (Use to find how often people travel the road or 
your business) 
a. www.irs.gov (Look at schedule “C” for business Expenses)  
 
What Constitutes Plagiarism?: 
● Purposeful Plagiarism: Purchasing an essay; copying entire sentences, paragraphs, or 
pages from a source; taking credit for sections or the entirety of another student’s 
paper; not providing in-text citations, not providing works cited.  
● Accidental Plagiarism: Incorrect in-text citations; incorrect MLA format in works cited 
○ Both instances of plagiarism will be given Zeroes. Purposeful plagiarism will 
also result in disciplinary action and whatever portion of the essay was 
plagiarized (outline, rough draft, or final draft) will have lost the right for 
revision. Accidental plagiarism will still result in a zero, but the writer has the 
option of serving a Tuesday or Thursday school writing conference with me to 
revise.  
 
Graded Stages of the Essay: 
● Small Business Proposal - 20 Points 
● Outline - 100 Points 
● Rough Draft - 150 Points 
● Final Draft - 300 Points 
● Presentation - 150 Points 
● Peer Review: You will evaluate a peer’s essay at all stages of the drafting process. This 
will provide you with the opportunity to evaluate how other students are approaching 
the writing process, and also allow you to gain feedback on your essay. - 50 Points Each 
Time 
● Workshop: Since so much class time is allotted for the researching and drafting of this 
essay, I will be assigning weekly workshop grades. This grade will come from your 
organization, preparedness, focus, and time management skills while working in class.  - 
Range from 10-25 Points 
● Note: I will assign smaller assignments throughout the unit to practice the writing and 




● Revision literally means to “see again,” to look at something from a fresh, critical 
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perspective. It is an ongoing process of rethinking the paper: reconsidering your plans, 
reviewing your evidence, refining your purpose, reorganizing your presentation, reviving 
stale prose. 
○ So, all stages of the business plan are able to be revised.  
● But... 
○ If the assignment is turned in late, you forfeit your right to revise.  
○ All late assignments will be docked 5 points for every day that it is late.  
● Since I give so much class time to research and draft these essays, there will be no 








Appendix 3: Business Plan Rubric 
Student’s Name:                                         .Business Title:                                            . 
 
Business Plan Rubric              ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
0 = no evidence  
1 = little evidence major flaws 
2 = adequate minimum standards 
3 = Research well done, few minor omissions, met standards 




All information present, including:  
Ownership Information 
Company’s name  
Company logo included (if Created) 
MLA Format 
Date                                         
0     1     2     3     4    
              
Appendix 
Works Cited 
Formatted, organized, and neat. 
   Resume 
   Pictures 
   Letters of Reference 
   Any necessary background information 
0     1     2     3     4 
Executive Summary 
   Each key section briefly summarized. 
   Specifically answers:  
   The Mission Statement  
   Company Information  
   Growth Highlights  
   Your Products/Services  
   Financial Information  
   Summarize future plans  





0     1     2     3     4 
Company Description 
Complete and accurate overview of your industry 
Explanation for the business type, legal structure, name, and location chosen. 




   Describe the nature of your business and list the marketplace needs  
   Explain how your products and services meet these needs. 
   List the specific consumers 










Section One X5          =                     /100  
 
Product and Service Plan 
Description of the product/service, why it is needed and what 
makes it unique.  
Describe the company's position and pricing strategy. 
   Details of the product’s life cycle. 
   Intellectual Property 
   Research and Development Activities 
 
Mission and Vision Statement 
   Guiding principles by which the sandwich shop functions – goals and 
purpose of the company being open. Focuses on the customers’ needs and 
serves as a powerful guide by which the sandwich shop is open. Found in 
Executive Summary, but should be apparent throughout the business plan. 
 
Market Analysis & Competitive Analysis 
Industry Description and Outlook 
   Information about target market 
   Distinguishing Characteristics 
   Size of the primary target market 
   How much market share can you gain 
   Pricing and Gross Margin Targets 
   Competitive Analysis 














0     1     2     3     4 
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   Regulatory Restrictions 
 
Marketing & Sales 
Fully Developed Market Penetration Strategy 
   Fully Developed Overall Strategy 
   Thoroughly explained why the choices made will work for your business and 
ensure success. 
0     1     2     3     4 
Organization and Management 
Who are the managers? 
What is their area of responsibility? 
Who are the owners? 
   What days/ hours will your business be open? 
   Will you follow local, state, and federal laws regarding your business? 
0     1     2     3     4 
Section Two X5          =                     /100  
Financial Projections 
Clear financial objectives. Able to explain how these will be met. 
   Historical Financial Data.  
   Prospective Data 
   Clear research has been explained and integrated into the section. Thorough 
description of how this information will be utilized into the business 
 




   Your current funding requirement 
   Any future funding requirements over the next five years 
   How you intend to use the funds you receive 
   Any strategic financial situational plans for the future 
Type of Loan needed 
Realistic loan requirement explained 
 
 








Check for spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and sentence structure. 
Formatting for margins is critical and overall paper must be neat.  
 
0     1     2     3     4 
Section Three X6          =                     /100 
 
 
Total =                 /300 
 
 
Appendix 4: Business Plan Presentation Prompt  
Business Plan Presentation 
You will take your research paper and develop a presentation over your Business Plan.  
Goals: 
● Persuade your Judges to FUND your business as a new local hotspot.  
● Present a professional and well-organized presentation. 
● Develop presentation skills that will be used later in other career fields. 
● Utilize a visual (of your choice) to support and better illustrate your topic. 
Requirements: 
● 7-15 minute presentation 
● Practice answering questions to support your research and numbers (your judges will be 
questioning your business, research, and reasoning; you must be able to respond and 
continue to support yourself) 
● Must have a visual (you will be graded on your choice of visual and ability to utilize 
visual in your presentation) 
● Dress in business casual or business formal (No jeans, hoodies, sweats, t-shirts, shorts, 
etc.) 
● Use good presentation and speaking skills 
 
Appendix 5: Business Plan Presentation Rubric  
Business Plan Presentation Rubric 
Student’s Name:                                                    .Judge’s Name:                                                . 
 (20%)    (40%)     (50%)   (60%)     (70%)   (80%)  (90%)  (100%) 
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Area One: Content           1          2      2.5       3     3.5    4        4.5     5 
Introduction- student introduced self 
and Business effectively  
        
All business information included: 
company name, logo, address, contact 
        
Organized structure to presentation          
Clearly showed Market analysis, Sales 
plan, and Competitive Analysis  
        
Strong organization and management 
plan presented  
        
Clear funding request; type of loan; 
realistic loan request  
        
Conclusion- appropriate, effective         
Student was persuasive and presented a 
strong business plan that you would 
invest in.  
        
Total for Area One             X2 =               /80 
(20%)    (40%)     (50%)   (60%)     (70%)   (80%)  (90%)  (100%) 
Area Two: Delivery            1          2      2.5       3     3.5    4        4.5     5 
Eye contact          
Posture          
Rate and Volume of Speaking         
Avoided vocalized pauses- “um, like, 
you know…” 
        
Appearance- Professional, neat, 
appropriate  
        
Audio/Visual aids are appropriate, able 
to be seen/heard 
        
Effective use of audio/visual aids         
Time within 7-15 minutes Time:            
Total for Area Two =               /40 
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   (20%)    (40%)     (50%)   (60%)     (70%)   (80%)  (90%)  (100%) 
Area Three: Question and Answer         1          2      2.5       3     3.5    4        4.5     5 
Impromptu skills – articulate, confident          
Quality of responses          
Demonstration of knowledge          
Total for Area Three X2 =               /30 
TOTAL for all three areas =                  (150 possible) 
Comments:  
Appendix 5: “Making a Murderer” Infographic Prompt  
Explanatory/Argumentative Infographic 
English 11 – Making a Murderer Unit Final 
Prompt: 
AFTER viewing season one of “Making a Murderer,” write an explanatory/argumentative 
infographic which answers or addresses the following questions: 
1. What problems with the American justice system does the series address? 
2. What can be done to solve, rectify, or diminish these problems? 
3. Do you believe Steven Avery and Brendan Dassey are guilty of murdering Teresa 
Halbach? 
 
State explicit examples from the documentary, as well as from primary documents 
from the case to support your claim. 
 
Guidelines: 
● FOCUS: Focus on answering the prompt questions to maintain a clear topic/central 
idea and purpose (to inform your audience). 




● SUPPORTING EVIDENCE: Use examples from the series, as well as outside examples 
to address the problems in the justice system and Steven Avery’s case. 
●  STYLE: Use a formal style and format. 
●  DOCUMENTATION: Cite your evidence using the proper MLA format. 
● CONVENTIONS: Use proper grammar and mechanics. 
 
Infographic: The Infographic should be between 500-700 words and include 4 visuals that you 
created or found online and then cited in your Works Cited page and integrated into the 
infographic. 
 
Utilize one of the following websites: 
·        Piktochart: http://piktochart.com 
·        Infogr.am: http://infogr.am 
·        Canva: https://www.canva.com   
 
Links to Primary Documents: 
Trial Transcripts                Exhibits & Additional Docs 
Police Interrogations         Calumet Co. Investigative Report 
Police Reports                    Manitowoc CO. Investigative Reports 
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Murder, Witchcraft, and Community Crimes in Girlhood Stories 
Visual Representation - Join Mrs. Welch for a new Literature Survey Course titled “Murder, Witchcraft and 
Community Crimes in Girlhood Stories”! The course will cover themes and characters in “The Lottery” by Shirley 
Jackson, The Female of the Species by Mindy McGinnis, movie clips from The Hunger Games, “The Examination 

















Murder, Witches, and Community Crimes Unit 
Instructor: Kayla Welch                                                Office: D18 
Email: kewelch@bgsu.edu                                            Office Hours: TBD 
 
Unit Description  
This unit will focus on multiple different texts, video clips, and audio clips surrounding murder, witches, 
and community crimes. The issues of violence, revenge, assault, and crime will be discussed throughout 
this unit.   
 
Course Learning Outcomes  
By the end of this course, students will be able to  
1. Apply curiosity in academic reading and writing. 
2. Practice openness to new perspectives. 
3. Practice creativity in approaches to reading and writing. 
4. Read across multiple genres. 
5. Generate example-based feedback to others’ perspectives and writing. 
6. Develop strategies for revising writing projects across drafts. 
7. Use documentation, syntax, grammar, mechanics, and formatting strategically. 
 
Consider the following questions throughout the unit: 
1. Should communities commit “crimes” to deal with criminal offenders?  
2. How do crimes affect young women in their coming of age journey? 
3. What are the issues surrounding community traditions that surround public executions? 
 
MLA Formatting and Documentation Style 
Please follow these format requirements for submitting your work: 
● Papers should follow MLA format. We will discuss MLA format in greater detail during class. 
● Essays must be word-processed, double-spaced, and have standard 1” margins on the right and 
left sides, top, and bottom of the page.  
● The font used for all drafts should be 12-point Times New Roman or other similarly proportioned 
and sized fonts. 
● Pages must be numbered with your last name and page number in the upper right-hand corner, as 
per MLA specifications.  
 
Classroom Etiquette 
This classroom is a place for learning, and learning requires a respectful and appropriate environment. 
Therefore, as a community, we should: 
1. Be focused on class; meaning you should not be on social media, cell phones, email, or any 
electronic device that could be distracting to classmates or the instructor.  
2. Please sit in your assigned seat daily, you must wear your mask in class, and avoid touching your 
face. Wait for your desk to be cleaned before sitting down.  
3. Do not touch other classmates or items around the room. Do not share pens/pencils or trade 
Chromebooks. Please use hand sanitizer after touching anything that does not belong to you or 
blowing your nose.  
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4. Be BRAVE! Be willing to participate and take academic risks. This also requires hard work along 
with being prepared for class by bringing all your required materials.  
5. Be willing to collaborate and work together with other students.  
6. Have respectful class discussions. Listen to one another, ask questions, and explain any 
disagreements without attacking others. 
 
Unit Schedule  
Please note: The unit schedule may change due to cancellations, advanced or slowed progress through 
material, or the class’s needs. Changes will be announced during regular class meetings in ample time for 
the class to adjust. 
 
Week In-Class Activities/Readings 
Week 1 Complete pre-unit questionnaire  





Watch "Chapter Seven: Feast of Feasts" from The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina 
Complete compare/contrast paper  
Week 3 Read The Female of the Species by Mindy McGinnis; Pages 1-50 




Read The Female of the Species; Pages 51-103 




Read The Female of the Species; Pages 104-169 
Complete Discussion packet 
 
Week 6 Read The Female of the Species; Pages 170-242 
Complete Discussion packet 
Week 7 Read The Female of the Species; Pages 243-304 
Complete Discussion packet 
Week 8 Read The Female of the Species; Pages 305 - end 
Complete Discussion packet 
Week 9 Watch “The Hunger Games” movie clips 
 
Read “The Examination of Sarah Good” 
 
Week 10 Listen to Lore the Podcast episode 12 "Half-Hanged" 





Rationale: Why Teach About Crimes and Communities?  
“Although the villagers had forgotten the ritual and lost the original black box, they still 
remembered to use stones.’ ‘It isn't fair, it isn't right,’ Mrs. Hutchinson screamed, and then they 
were upon her” (Jackson). This quote from “The Lottery” by Shirley Jackson shows that 
communities are willing to commit murder or crimes against their members because of rituals or 
even forgotten reasons. While students may consider some crimes to be only in the past, this 
teaching unit will show students that crimes continue to rip apart communities today. The 
“Murder, Witches, and Community Crimes” unit will be used in a teaching unit for eleventh or 
twelfth-grade students taking English courses. Students will wrestle with the reasons and themes 
surrounding why crimes are committed by young women or why communities commit crimes 
against young women. The following questions will be considered, “How do crimes affect young 
women in their coming of age journeys?” “Does the punishment always fit the crime 
committed?” and “How are community crimes today similar or different to crimes in history?” 
The primary text for the unit will be The Female of the Species, written by Mindy McGinnis, and 
it will serve as the anchor full novel for this teaching unit. The texts, movie clips, and podcast 
used in this unit will cover female characters encountering crimes that they commit themselves 
or that were committed against them by their communities; from this unit, students will analyze 
theme, character development, and the advancement of crimes in each text. 
         The Female of the Species is a novel that covers controversial topics that young adults are 
dealing with within their communities. The novel follows Alex Craft, Claire “Peekay,” and Jack 
Fisher as they experience and witness crimes in their small rural town. The first major trauma in 
this novel is the murder, rape, and mutilation of Alex’s older sister, Anna. The murder of Anna 
pushes Alex to kill Comstock, who was tried for Anna’s murder but was found not guilty. 
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However, Alex lives in a small rural community and is still in high school as a senior, she is 
faced with her sister’s death almost daily, as the community avoids her or mistakes her for Anna. 
Her mother is an absent parent and alcoholic, while her father left the family altogether. Alex, 
Peekay, Jack, and other classmates journey through this novel while encountering many 
obstacles like toxic masculinity and increasing crimes in their community. 
Themes of Trauma, Crime, and Revenge in “Murder, Witchcraft, and Community 
Crimes” Unit 
For this unit over “Murder, Witchcraft, and Community Crimes,” there will be other short 
story readings, movie clips, and a podcast for students to engage and learn about. Each reading, 
movie, video, or podcast will have students analyzing multiple themes and characters. The unit 
will cover “The Lottery” by Shirley Jackson, The Female of the Species by Mindy McGinnis, 
movie clips from The Hunger Games, “The Examination of Sarah Good,” an episode from 
“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina,” and an episode from Lore the Podcast. There are many themes 
that students may pull from each text, but the main themes will be trauma, crime, and revenge. 
As students read or view each text, they will be looking at character development and theme 
development. The issues of drug abuse, rape, assault, and underage drinking are strong in The 
Female of the Species, but these themes will push across all of the texts in this unit. Students will 
begin to see these themes with the short story “The Lottery” by Shirley Jackson and the Netflix 
series “Chilling Adventure of Sabrina,” which are the first two texts to be read and viewed in this 
unit both relating to community crimes and public executions. After reading The Female of the 
Species, students will watch movie clips from The Hunger Games so that students see the 
connection of community crimes to revenge with Katniss Everdeen. Then students will listen to 
Lore the Podcast and read the court documents from “The Examination of Sarah Good,” which 
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will both focus on community crimes performed against women considered to be witches during 
the Salem Witch Trials. Students will begin to connect and analyze how the themes are related or 
how the characters develop across all of the texts in this unit.  
Trauma 
To begin with the theme of trauma in The Female of the Species, trauma surrounds this 
novel and the characters in it. The novel opens with the reader learning that Anna, Alex’s older 
sister, was missing, but her body was found spread around in the woods after her murder and 
rape. It shakes the community and Alex’s already unstable family. The trauma of Anna’s death 
leads Alex to take justice into her own hands and murder the man that was found “not guilty” for 
Anna’s murder, even though he was guilty. Later in the novel, Alex also kills to protect Sara, a 
classmate, when she finds out that her uncle had molested Sara’s little sister. Alex wanted to save 
Sara and her sister from the trauma of a failed trial, like she had to endure. 
Alex’s trauma is deep, and it started before her sister’s death. Her father left the family, 
was abusive toward her mother, which then led her mother to drink. After Anna’s death, Alex 
notices that sometimes she forgets about her sister for a second, but then it hurts. “It’s a different 
kind of pain than the constant, the weight that hangs from my heart. It swings from twine 
embedded so deeply...my whole body is suffused and pain is all I am and ever can be” 
(McGinnis 55). Alex has a deep trauma that she thinks will be cured by committing the crime of 
murder, but it only makes the trauma deeper. Trauma also occurs for Peekay, as Ray Parson, a 
heroin addict, almost rape her. Alex saves her, but the morning after Peekay is in shock. She 
says, “The softest parts of my skin are under a stranger’s dirty fingernails, my DNA embedded 
there along with fast-food grease and his own dandruff. Some of my cells are with him right now 
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and I don’t want them to be. I want them back” (McGinnis 152). Peekay has this horrible trauma, 
but she chooses not to report the crime, which leads to Ray Parson’s attempted rape of another 
classmate later in the novel. 
Trauma will be a theme between many of the texts in this unit. In The Hunger Games, 
Katniss Everdeen deals with the trauma of living in a dystopian world disguised as “perfect.” 
Katniss is picked to fight for her life in the Hunger Games arena, where she will have to murder 
other players to “win.” On top of all of those events, Katniss has already experienced the death 
of her father and is the sole provider for her family, so without her, they may starve. Students 
will also connect the theme of trauma to “The Lottery” as well since the community picks one 
member to be stoned to death by a lottery system of picking names from a box. Each year a 
random community member dies, but no one can explain why this has to happen. The trauma 
from these events leads some of the characters to more acts of violence and crime. Trauma will 
be a theme in all the texts because crime occurs in each text, causing each character to 
experience some source of trauma in their lives.  
Crime 
The theme of crime is heavy in The Female of the Species. Of course, the murders occur, 
but there are also drug crimes and sexual assaults on the rise as well. Heavy crime is happening 
in the small Ohio community; even Officer Nolan states, “Only two murders ever committed in 
this town and we haven’t solved either of them” (McGinnis 65). Nolan is questioned at a school 
assembly about the murders, but Officer Nolan is one of the only adults that is willing to show 
the young people that crimes are occurring in their community, and he wants to stop them. The 
community seems to be in disorder. The small community having two murders, which Alex will 
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turn into five, shakes the community. Students will have to ask themselves, “Does crime 
influence how a community responds?” Community members are scared and acting out, 
especially when thinking about how this small community is being torn apart by so much 
heinous crime. Peekay’s parents also show that crimes are increasing in the community. They are 
giving Peekay a lecture and say, “there’s been an influx of heroin in the county...Bad heroin...A 
handful of people overdosed last week...It’s out there, along with meth - which in some ways is 
even more dangerous…” (McGinnis 75). Since I teach in a small Ohio community as well, the 
hope is that this novel will help students learn about increased crime in the community as well 
and how they can avoid or help stop these crimes. The crime of rape is also happening in the 
community, and both Nolan and Peekay’s parents warn the girls to report whatever happens to 
them, which they do not, and this leads to more violence in the novel. 
Increased crime leads to increased violence, like the violence of Anna’s murder, Alex’s 
violent revenge, and the raping of the young women in the town. The murders of Comstock, who 
murdered Anna, and the murder of Sara’s uncle, who was a pedophile, both happen by the hands 
of Alex’s violence. One example of violence is when Peekay is drinking at “the church,” which 
is the teen hangout spot. Ray Parsons drugs Peekay and begins to take her out of the building to 
rape her. Alex notices and stops the act and says, “by which you mean I should let you rape my 
friend,’...All around us people flinch at the word rape, and it’s so ridiculous I [Jack] almost start 
laughing. Peekay is unconscious, her body flowing like water through Branley’s arms...Her shirt 
is torn open so far I can see her bra. Her jeans are unbuttoned...Yet the word rape still jolts 
people” (McGinnis 142). Then Alex attacks Ray Parsons and rips his nose ring and part of his 
ear off in her rage. Peekay is saved by Alex, but she falls into the silent victim script. In “Silence 
and the Regulation of Feminist Anger in Young Adult Rape Fiction” by Aiyana Altrows, 
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Altrows discusses some of the harmful storylines in YA literature when covering the topic of 
rape. One harmful script, as Altrows calls it, is the silent victim script in which “the victim is 
unable to disclose her rape and spends the novel agonizing over this” (2), which can be seen in 
this text with Peekay. 
Peekay, who is sexually assaulted by Ray, does not report him. Later in the novel, he is 
about to rape Branley, a classmate, and Peekay feels responsible for not reporting him earlier. In 
chapter 60, Peekay says, “My life is a list of things I didn’t do... I didn’t call the cops after Ray 
Parson tried to rape me, so he tried again on someone else. I didn’t tell Branley she’s more than 
tits and ass and legs, so she still believed it” (McGinnis 325). She is full of guilt, and Altrows 
says this places the blame on the victim when trauma is involved (2-3). Altrows also states, 
“Rather than presenting it as a shockingly common violation, fictional rape stories often 
undermine their subversive potential and, instead, naturalize rape as an expected and accepted 
cultural backdrop” (2). Alex even states in chapter 41 that “I live in a world where not being 
molested as a child is considered luck” (McGinnis 239), which shows the “normal” and 
“expected” nature of sexual assault. Just in this novel alone, the reader is exposed to four rapes 
or attempted rapes. The violence in the novel is intense, but rape is a subject that should not be 
stuffed away from young adults. This text will allow students to share and discuss the reality of 
sexual assault and hopefully prevent the horrible cycle of its occurrence. 
Since this is a unit that is covering crime, the theme of crimes will be in every single text 
in this unit. While this novel covers the most amount of crimes in one text, all of the texts have at 
least one major crime, usually leading to death. The following two texts will have students 
answer the major question: “How are community crimes today similar or different to crimes in 
history?” Lore the Podcast is a podcast that covers strange lore or historical stories in the United 
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States, but also around the world. Students will listen to episode twelve titled “Half-Hanged,” 
which covers how the people in New England attempted to find and then execute witches, along 
with the attempt to hang Mary Webster in Massachusetts in 1685 (“Half-Hanged”). This podcast 
covers major community crimes committed against women in the 1600s. The connections will 
continue with the reading of the court transcripts of “The Examinations of Sarah Good,” which 
covers the witch trial of Sarah Good. In 1692 in Salem, she was accused of causing three young 
girls to have seizures, with her execution to end the reading. Students will discuss how these two 
texts connect, but also how they are similar to our other discussions of community crimes. 
Students will also look at how communities today accuse their members of heinous crimes they 
did not commit.  
Revenge 
The last theme that students will focus on for this novel will be revenge. The rage that 
Alex feels often leads her to take revenge. In Marion Brown’s article titled “The Sad, the Mad 
and the Bad: Co-Existing Discourses of Girlhood,” Brown discusses how boys and girls are 
given different ideals during adolescence. Ideals of masculinity are “independence, risk taking, 
troublemaking, and autonomy are the markers of successful passage” versus ideals of 
“femininity are those of cooperation, compliance, dependence and service to others” (108). For 
example, in chapter 34, Alex sees a classmate acting like he is having a sexual encounter with a 
basketball. Teachers, students, and Alex notice this young man’s disgusting act, but no one stops 
him (McGinnis 202). Alex notes that if she did the same action that she would be sent to the 
office and everyone would ask what was wrong with her as a young woman acting in such a 
way. Alex states, “But boys will be boys, our favorite phrase that excuses so many things, while 
the only thing we have for the opposite gender is women, said with disdain” (McGinnis 202). 
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The idea that boys will misbehave versus young women will be cooperative is the idea that this 
novel pushes against. There are many times that a character underestimates Alex by thinking she 
is weak or unable to stand up for herself since she is young and a woman. However, she quickly 
shows them that she should not be messed with by using violence against them. 
Brown continues in her article that in modern texts, “the bad girl commits violence, 
ranging on a continuum from indirect and verbal aggression, to direct and physical expressions. 
She is nasty and she is rough” (113). For example, Park, a classmate, comes very close to Alex 
acting like he is going to kiss her. As he goes in, Alex “drops her shoulder to gain some 
momentum as she takes a jab at his crotch..and he goes down like a box of rocks” (McGinnis 
30). Alex is full of female rage that leads to her revenge, but she is not alone. Peekay also 
exhibits revenge and rage in the novel, but because of her nickname, “preacher’s kid,” she is 
thought to be “better than that.” Brown notes that “Pervasive Caucasian—Christian cultural 
disapproval drives female anger beneath the surface, reinforcing the message that ‘nice girls’ 
don’t feel rage, much less verbalize or physically demonstrate it” (113). However, Peekay has 
rage, and she has a moment of rage against Branley, who stole her boyfriend. In class, Peekay 
goes to hit Branley, but Alex stops her. Alex tells Peekay, “Venting your primal self in an 
emotional moment can be more than your socially constructed self can handle after the 
fact...Look at you. Your hands are shaking. Your voice is weak. And your conscience is 
reasserting itself” (McGinnis 99-100). Alex knows that rage cannot work for everyone and stops 
Peekay from allowing herself to get to that place of rage. 
The rage Alex feels is everywhere. Early in the novel, Alex notices where she has made 
dents in the ceiling title at school and other marks on walls where she had to let her rage out. 
Alex states, “I used my markers as I go from place to place. Seeing evidence of my small 
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rebellions, spots where my wrath was allowed to vent and has impacted the world around 
me...My violence is everywhere here. And I like it” (McGinnis 36). However, Alex knows that 
her crimes and revenge have to be balanced. She states, “In my mind there is a scale. I do not 
know how many small lives add up to a big one, or if there is a formula to work it out” 
(McGinnis 277). Alex knows that the crimes and murders she commits are wrong, so she tries to 
make up for her faults by caring for the animals at the shelter. These discoveries in the text will 
have students work with the following important points that will be addressed in this unit: Are 
some crimes worse than others? Does murder, in the case of revenge for the loss of a loved one, 
not feel as heinous? Is Alex Craft a form of hero, or is she just a murderer? Is the idea of “an eye 
for an eye” mentality appropriate in today’s society? Students will have to work with these 
questions and will have strong opinions on each, but that will help them work at analyzing for 
their final project of the unit, which will be a literary analysis. 
The final act of revenge that Alex has is when she shoots Ray Parsons at “the church” 
before he has the chance to rape Branley. Alex is pushed and hits her head on a rock, causing her 
death (McGinnis 322). Alex’s death is an impactful end for this novel. Alex had stated earlier in 
the novel that “I am a wolf that my sister kept in a cage, until her hand was removed...I’m out, 
and awake, and afraid I won’t be easily put back in” (McGinnis 166). Is Alex’s death part of her 
“punishment?” Did Alex deserve to die? Students will have to grapple with these questions 
during this unit. Alex Craft took revenge for her sister, Anna, and she stood up for classmates 
and saved their lives. If Alex had lived through shooting Ray, she would have gone to prison for 
the murder of two other men. How would that change the ending of this novel? The positive 
impact of Alex’s efforts is not ended, in any case. After her death, Peekay and other female 
classmates work to change the narrative. They go around erasing penises drawn in the hallway 
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and negative comments written in the girl’s restroom (McGinnis 339-340). Peekay goes to the 
boy’s restroom to find the words “Rest in peace Alex” drawn on the stall door, and she is filled 
with hope that Alex really is now at peace (McGinnis 341). Students will have to decide for 
themselves if Alex’s death was justified, if they thought there could have been another successful 
ending for Alex, or if they felt Alex’s “punishment” fit her crimes.  
Revenge will be a common theme found throughout multiple texts in this unit. In 
“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina” episode seven titled "Chapter Seven: Feast of Feasts," Sabrina 
Spellman is faced with an old coven tradition of sacrificing one witch each year. Sabrina takes 
revenge out on her coven and tries to stop the sacrifice, which makes them very angry because 
they have to fast for the week leading up to the feast. In The Hunger Games, Katniss will show 
her revenge, by not killing a young girl in the games. Katniss becomes friends with the girl and 
even buries her body in an act of revenge against the Capital. At the end of the movie and novel, 
Katniss gets her revenge as well by not killing the last contestant Peeta, who was from her 
district and had become someone she loved. Two people had never won the games before in the 
history of the event. Students will discuss the revenge and answer the unit question, “How do 
crimes affect young women in their coming of age journey?” 
Conclusion: The Impact of the Unit   
My hope for this unit is that in the end, students will notice that communities can create 
crimes against the members of their communities. Students should question traditions, especially 
if they feel inappropriate or wrong. The young women in the texts for this unit go through 
trauma, violence commented by them, or to them, but most are able to rise against the pain and 
rage to make a change. The change does often happens after their death or because of their death, 
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which makes this unit impactful to the reader. Students will analyze the main themes, but will 
also create their own ideas and themes from each text. In their literary analysis, the final project 
of the unit, students will make connections and answer the main questions presented at the 
beginning of the unit to show what they have learned. Students will be challenged to think about 
crimes in different ways than they maybe have before. Students may begin to question “normal” 
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Creative Writing: Awakening a Student’s Authorship, Voice, and Collaborative Skills  
Introduction 
 “Narratives evoke the imagination, opening students’ minds to unfamiliar places and 
contexts outside the frame of their limited adolescent experiences” (Kitt 52). Creative writing in 
the high school classroom is important and can awaken a student’s mind, voice, and ability to 
learn how to use language in ways they may not have had the chance to use before. In the 
creative writing classroom, students will be presented with a variety of units and pedagogy to 
encourage growth in the process of their writing skills, collaborative skills, and finding their 
expressive voice. In her article “Creating connections between senior and middle years: 
Perceptions on teaching the art of creative writing,” Bree Kitt stated creative writing “has the 
capacity to awaken students’ identities as writers and their ability to empathetically story human 
experience” (51). Kitt found that if students were presented with the ability to write creatively at 
a younger age, then they could become well-rounded writers with a strong vision of self.  
 Students at Waynesfield-Goshen High School have not been offered a creative writing 
course in several years. While students are encouraged to write creatively in the typical English 
classroom, a creative writing course will open up new opportunities. Creative Writing will be a 
semester-long course open to grades nine through twelve and equaling around fifteen weeks of 
material. The course will be made up of five units consisting of a literacy narrative, poetry unit, 
folklore unit leading to a short story unit, and then a ten-minute play unit. The final product will 
be a portfolio of what the student believes to be their best work from the course. Throughout the 
semester, students will also be required to keep a handwritten or digital journal over daily class 
writings and a monthly precept inspired by R.J. Palacio’s “365 Days of Wonder Mr. Browne’s 
Precepts.” Creative Writing is a classroom workshopping opportunity for students to learn 
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through expressivist, process, and collaborative pedagogy along with learning interpersonal 
relationships through peer review and revision to acquire a powerful voice.   
Why Creative Writing? 
 While many courses could have been chosen for an elective class to teach, creative 
writing came as a new and exciting opportunity for Waynesfield-Goshen students. Writing will 
be the primary purpose, but reading from literature, poetry, and flash fiction will occur during the 
course. A large portion of the class will be a workshop style curriculum where students will be 
collaborating and working together to discover more about the characters and worlds they will be 
creating. Students will also learn more about the importance of their voice as the author of the 
various pieces created in class. According to Bree Kitt, a student finding their voice is a huge 
piece to creative writing pedagogy. A student’s voice is made within their writing and can be 
expressed through the characters, world, and plots created by the student. A student finding their 
creative voice can allow them to be playful with language, experiment with their voice, and 
expand their imaginative abilities (Kitt 52). This classroom style and curriculum will cater to 
students stretching their writing to include plot development, character relationships, and 
learning how to create themes within the writing as well. Within this creative writing unit, I will 
use three different pedagogical approaches, expressive pedagogy, process pedagogy, and 
collaborative pedagogy, to encourage writing growth in students by self-expression and trusting 
in the classroom community that will be created with peer groups and collaboration.  
Expressivist Pedagogy: Finding A Student’s Creative Voice  
 Employing expressive pedagogy in the creative writing classroom will require students to 
express themselves in multiple genres. Students will have the opportunity to express themselves 
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through journals, freewriting, and self-reflection. Students will look into their own experiences 
or could incorporate collaboration among other classmates with different tasks or through peer 
review situations that will occur (Burham and Powell 113). Essentially, expressive pedagogy to 
Chris Burham and Rebecca Powell, “encourages, even insists upon, a sense of writer presence 
[or voice]” in that students look deeply into their own experiences or imaginations to write about 
their topics in different mediums (113).  With each unit in this creative writing course, students 
will be exposed to genres they have experienced before, like poetry and short stories, but will 
also learn about flash fiction and folklore pieces, which may be a new genre to them. Each of the 
different units will challenge students in their writing and learning to express their voice through 
characters, plot, symbolism, and theme. Each unit will begin with the students exploring the 
different pieces of literature with hyper documents (see appendix example) to analyze how 
different authors develop characters, plots, or even how to correctly use dialogue.  
 Writing from the perspective of a character or narrator will be a new experience for most 
students, and the process will teach students to be the character, not themselves. Christian 
Knoeller wrote in “Imaginative Response: Teaching Literature through Creative Writing” that 
using a character’s voice “invites student readers to explore a work from perspectives situated 
within a text. When assuming "textual voices," imaginative writing provides students with a 
variety of vantage points from which to examine and interpret a work” (44). The idea of a 
writer’s voice and character’s voice being different, yet still the same, will be an interesting 
concept for students in this course. Who is truly speaking in the writing piece? When is it 
appropriate to be the “author” or the “character” will be a balancing act for these new writers to 
overcome within their pieces. Another interesting, and important, aspect of writing in different 
voices will be the new challenge of being someone the student may not be in real life. For 
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example, Knoeller cautions his students that to write in a character voice “requires a kind of 
empathy and must be handled respectfully, avoiding clichés, stereotypes, and prejudice, 
especially when assuming voices of others whose social identity or cultural background differs 
from one's own” (44). Reminding students to express themselves, but keeping the reader and the 
world of the characters in mind will help them create a habit of mind or a way of seeing the 
world and then to also engage in that world (Burham and Powell 122). Getting students to 
express themselves through their writing will be a critical point for this course. However, it will 
also be important for students to learn the process of producing their writing with process 
pedagogy.  
Process Pedagogy: The Importance of Prewriting Activities  
 Process Pedagogy focuses on the “process” of writing like prewriting activities, outlines, 
peer review, and revision. While creative writing may be thought, by students, to have more of 
an “on the fly” quality where they pull ideas from pop culture, journals, or conversations and 
write whatever comes to mind, the writing process should still be followed for quality writing. 
Students will be encouraged to follow a prewriting, writing, and rewriting process (Anson 216). 
The process should push students to make up their own ideas with the student deciding where 
their writing should go. However, they need to learn the process of writing to guide them, 
meaning the teacher is a guide of the proper writing process to follow. In process pedagogy 
according to Chris Anson in "Process Pedagogy and Its Legacy," students should be encouraged 
to create “multiple drafts [and] allowed to encourage the act of discovery; mechanics are 
relegated to the end of the process; students need plenty of time to refine their papers; and there 
are no rules or absolutes”  (217). Creative writing courses should allow students to work with 
their projects in multiple revisions to create the best product that they can. As Anne Lamott 
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stated in “Shitty First Drafts,” “The first draft is the child's draft, where you let it all pour out and 
then let it romp all over the place, knowing that no one is going to see it and that you can shape it 
later” (93). Lamott encourages the reader to get something down and write free-flowing with the 
intention of going back and changing almost everything. In this course, students will turn in a 
final draft for a grade, but students will also pick multiple drafts to perfect and put in the final 
portfolio.  
 In this course, students will be encouraged to engage in prewriting activities like graphic 
organizers, webs, researching, or interviews to prepare for the writing piece. Students will also 
be graded through outlines, proposals, a first draft, peer review, and then the final draft. Each 
unit will have a different assignment sheet along with a different rubric (see appendix). These 
processes will help students be prepared for the multiple drafts that will be created with rough 
drafts and possibly multiple final drafts. In the proposed textbook for this class, “Creative 
Writing Four Genres in Brief,” by David Starkey, he tells the reader that “A thorough revision of 
your story might mean reconceptualizing both the protagonist and the plot or deleting the first 
three paragraphs of your six-paragraph essay” (9). Story writing is difficult, and many writers 
know that many drafts will be needed. Lamott gave even more encouragement for multiple drafts 
when she called the first draft the “down draft” where the writer gets something, anything, 
written down (96). Then the second draft is the “updraft” where the writer fixes the draft up and 
makes corrections. The final draft is called the “dental draft” by Lamott, suggesting that the final 
draft is like the dentist checking “every tooth, to see if it's loose or cramped or decayed, or even, 
God help us, healthy” (96). Lamott gives this allusion as a guide, and students will be 
encouraged to read her article in this course to help them with their writing process and know 
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that all writers use multiple drafts. A large portion of the process of writing that will help a 
student grow will also be their collaboration in the classroom community.  
Collaborative Pedagogy: Creating Within a Community of Writers  
 Collaborative pedagogy will be an essential piece of this creative writing classroom. 
Most of the work completed in class will be in a workshopping style with students working 
together to complete ideas, stories, or even to help in peer review situations. Students should be 
prepared to work together in a variety of situations to guide each other through the course. The 
teacher will be the leader, but a student could present themselves as skilled in a specific field if 
they have previous knowledge in a genre unknown to other students. This will be encouraging 
and exciting to have students leading the way on the creative writing journey. Krista Kennedy 
and Rebecca Howard present two types of collaborative pedagogy in their article “Collaborative 
Writing, Print to Digital,” which are dialogic collaboration and hierarchical collaboration. 
Dialogic collaboration is where a group of students work on the whole project as a group. 
Hierarchical collaboration relates to the group taking sections of the paper, and each writes their 
own ideas (Kennedy and Howard 40). Students have most likely taken on both collaboration 
techniques in their classroom experiences, but in a creative writing classroom, it can look a little 
different.  
 Collaboration in the creative writing classroom will be a mix of idea sharing, peer review, 
character mixing, and even mixing of worlds. Students will be encouraged to share ideas and 
even work on story ideas together to then create their own versions of their work. Ryan Rish and 
Joshua Caton wrote “Building Fantasy Worlds Together with Collaborative Writing: Creative, 
Social, and Pedagogic Challenges,” where they discussed a creative writing class that focused on 
a large collaboration piece of science fan fiction writing. Students were assigned to work 
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together on many aspects of the piece. The collaboration encouraged students to work through 
conflicts. Both Rish and Caton, along with Kennedy and Howard, stated that students had 
moments of conflict and compromise on what should be written. “Successful collaboration, say 
Lunsford and Ede, allows not only for ‘good cohesion’ but also for ‘creative conflict’...” 
(Kennedy and Howard 42). Both articles stressed the idea that students learned quickly what to 
argue about at length and when to let go of conflict to keep the collaboration moving forward. 
Kennedy and Howard found that it was “important for students to anticipate in advance that 
dissent and conflict will arise and to be ready to respond to it productively rather than wasting 
time trying to suppress reform, or eject dissenters” (42). Students are learning how to resolve 
conflicts and compromise in an English classroom, whether they realize it or not. In Rish and 
Caton’s research, they found that “One argument for the use of collaborative writing in our 
classrooms is that ‘collaboration is an important skill to learn in preparation for working with 
others in schools and the workplace’ (Beach et al. 71)” (28). 
 Along with learning to deal with creative conflicts and working together to breakthrough 
ideas for plot, characters, or the storyline in general, students will also guide each other in peer 
review workshops. Workshopping ideas as a class and borrowing ideas from other writers or pop 
culture is something students do and should remind each other to be careful to avoid. Is their 
writing too close to a movie or favorite video game? (Rish and Caton 24). By students helping 
each other revise their work, a classmate can help the writer see if their storyline or plot is too 
close to another piece of writing. Revision in creative writing is different from “normal” revision 
and peer review in formal writing. Revision is often thought of as a time to correct grammatical 
errors or surface proofreading to catch punctuation and capitalization errors. However, peer 
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review and revision in creative writing will help students hone in on their ideas, plots, and 
characters.  
Peer review may be in small groups, pairs, or even around the room stations where 
students will work on different aspects of their work together. Peer review, as stated by Wendy 
Bishop in her article “Helping Peer Writing Groups Succeed” stated, “The collaborative method 
[of peer review] allows students to develop audience awareness, to check their perceptions of 
reality, to strengthen their interpersonal skills, and to take risks; the entire process results in 
improvement in writing and students’ ability to revise” (309). By having students review each 
other’s writing pieces, they can be inspired, bounce off of each other’s work, or even see what 
plot lines are working and which should be removed. Like Lamott stated in “Shitty First Drafts,” 
a draft can go through many different drafts before becoming anything worth reading. Lamott 
recalled multiple times where she wrote five or six pages to then cut the writing piece down to 
only two pages worth publishing for her blog (95).  
In a creative writing course, collaborative writing and idea-sharing are encouraged, but 
some students may still feel that an idea is theirs only and no one else can use it. Grading, when 
collaboration is encouraged, can be challenging to gauge, but grading on the individual’s writing 
is still needed. Joshua Caton stated it was difficult to grade for collaboration, so he had 
“...students receive grades based on the thoroughness of their writing. Though my primary goal 
was to help students write with more specific detail and vivid description, I had no mechanism in 
place to assess how the sharing, borrowing, or recasting of ideas contributed to their writing” 
(Rish and Caton 25). So having students peer review and be each other's guide to great writing 
will be the critical portion of workshops, as well as, helping in the grading process. Teacher 
conferences with students, as well as listening to peer review processes, will help the teacher 
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know how to gauge student grades. Students will receive grades for their peer review, 
collaboration, writing processes, and final products for each unit that is introduced. The above 
pedagogies have been pieced together for a course syllabus to guide students in the creative 
writing semester course at Waynesfield-Goshen.  
Syllabus  
Creative Writing Syllabus   
Instructor: Mrs. Welch                                               Phone: ext. 1080 








“You have to resign yourself to wasting lots of trees before you write anything really good. That's just 
how it is. It's like learning an instrument. You've got to be prepared for hitting wrong notes occasionally, 
or quite a lot. That's just part of the learning process. And read a lot. Reading a lot really helps. Read 
anything you can get your hands on” stated by J.K. Rowling.  
 
Course Description 
The Creative Writing course is designed for students who are interested in expressing their 
feelings through art and creating a community around the written word. In this course, students 
will write creative writing pieces in multiple genres of poetry, short stories, fairytales, journals, 
and plays. My goal, as the instructor, is to guide each of you through the genres, to help you 
become better writers and to get you excited about writing in new forms! Students will be 
required to engage in pre-writing activities, peer review collaborations, revision work, and 
publishing activities. The course will be broken into multiple units with a final unit where 
students will collect their best pieces from the semester in a portfolio.  
 
Required Course Materials  
● Notebook (spiral, journal style, any size with lined pages)  
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● Red and blue pens  
● Chromebook (Charged and ready to go each day!)  
● Folder and/or three-ring binder  
 
Unit Title Description 
Journals  ● Daily prompts 
● Monthly precepts inspired by R.J. Palacio’s 365 Days of 
Wonder Mr. Browne's Precepts  
Why do I write?  ● Literacy Narrative 
● What is writing? What do good writers do? 
● Sharing our writing experiences, the good, the bad, and 
the powerful.  
The Poet Who Didn’t 
Know It 
● Poetry (variety of models)  
● Coffee Shop sharing of final products from the unit 
Cinderella, Rapunzel, 
Bigfoot, Oh My! 
● Folklore readings including myths and fairytales  
● Create your own folklore morals  
Short Stories in a Flash ● Flash Fiction 
● Short stories with an emphasis on plot and character 
development 
So you think you are 
William Shakespeare? 
● Ten-minute Play productions 
● Stage directions, dialogue, script production  
Portfolio  ● Created and designed as the semester advances 
● Final project showing off your best work through Google 
Sites 
● Students may also choose a favorite unit to develop 




Grading will rely on classroom participation and collaboration, writing processes, journal entries, 
and final drafts created for each unit. Grading will be set on a point system, but each section has 
a different weight, which can be seen below. Excellent work and participation in the course will 




a. Class Participation (Peer Review; Workshops; Selected Lessons): 15% 
b. Process (Pre-writing; Revisions; ): 30% 
c. Journal Entries (Daily prompts; Monthly precepts): 25% 




This classroom is a place for learning, and learning requires a respectful and appropriate 
environment. Therefore, as a community, we should: 
1. Be focused on class; meaning you should not be on social media, cell phones, email, or 
any electronic device that could be distracting to classmates or the instructor.  
2. Please sit in your assigned seat daily, you must wear your mask in class, and avoid 
touching your face. Wait for your desk to be cleaned before sitting down.  
3. Do not touch other classmates or items around the room. Do not share pens/pencils or 
trade Chromebooks. Please use hand sanitizer after touching anything that does not 
belong to you or blowing your nose.  
4. Be BRAVE! Be willing to participate and take academic risks. This also requires hard 
work along with being prepared for class by bringing all your required materials.  
5. Be willing to collaborate and work together with other students.  
6. Have respectful class discussions. Listen to one another, ask questions, and explain any 
disagreements without attacking others. 
 
Discipline Policy 
● This year is going to be great! However, it does depend on your attitude and respect in 
the classroom. 
● Disruptive behavior, rude attitudes, disrespect toward the teacher or other students will 
not be tolerated.  
○ 1st Offense will be a verbal warning   
○ 2nd Offense email/call to parents/guardians with possible after-school detention 
○ 3rd Offense head straight to the office 
● You can jump to the 3rd Offense depending on the issue at hand.  
Homework Policy 
● If you miss a day of school it is your responsibility to get your missed work. You will 
have as many days to get it turned in as you missed.  
● Late homework will result in: 




Computer Policy  
In the Student Handbook, it states, “students are encouraged to use the Network for 
educational purposes. Use of the Network is a privilege, not a right.” Use your Chromebook 
responsibly and for classroom purposes only.  
 
Cell Phone Policy 
Cell phones are to powered off and put away during the school day except at lunchtime. 
Students are not to use their cell phones during class or in the hallway unless given permission 
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by a teacher for school-related purposes. Phones will be sent to the office and students will be 
issued an afterschool detention for EVERY violation.  
 
Plagiarism/Cheating 
Plagiarism and cheating are not permitted in this course. I begin the year with complete trust 
and faith in each of you. Please do not abuse that trust by being dishonest. Collaboration will 
be a large portion of this class with ideas being shared often. When you sit down to complete 
an individual assignment, however, let the work be yours alone.  The consequence for 




“Quote by J.K. Rowling.” Goodreads, Goodreads, 2019, 
www.goodreads.com/quotes/54876-you-have-to-resign-yourself-to-the-fact-that-you. 
Date Accessed 14 Apr. 2019. 
Unit Rationales: Why Teach A Four Genre Creative Writing Course?  
Each unit for this creative writing course has been researched and used from a variety of 
sources. The main source being “Creative Writing Four Genres in Brief” by David Starkey. This 
text will be the primary reading for the course. The four genres discussed are poetry, short 
stories, non-fiction, and the ten-minute play, with each chapter ending with anthology readings 
for students to get inspired by each unit. Each unit will be filled with lessons teaching students 
how to create the pieces they intend to write, and each unit will have multiple stories or poems to 
read, as seen in the hyper document example. Some students may find that they are skilled in a 
particular genre and could become leaders in that section, meaning they will share their writings 
out more often with the class, or they may lead peer review with classmates. Students that are 
skilled in a particular unit may also feel that they want to write a more extended piece or write 
multiple pieces in that unit.  
Students will be encouraged to push themselves no matter if they feel skilled in an area or 
not. While other units may be more difficult for the students, each unit will have pre-writing 
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activities, graphic organizers, and collaboration through peer review, conferences, or publishing 
work on Google Sites. Each unit will end with students sharing their pieces in a publishing 
manner through a coffee shop style like the idea from Kristen Ferguson in her article "A Poetry 
Coffee House: Creating a Cool Community of Writers." She suggests allowing students to read 
their work aloud in class while students listen and enjoy warm drinks (210). Ferguson suggested 
dimming the lights, having students present, and hopefully creating an atmosphere of sharing and 
encouragement with classmates. I would like students to share something they have written every 
Friday in front of the class, which could be a journal prompt writing, their written piece in 
progress, or something in between. Each unit will challenge students in new ways within the 
creative writing classroom to become better writers.  
Conclusion 
 Creative Writing is a new and exciting course at Waynesfield-Goshen High School that 
will encourage students to grow in their writing, explore the importance of their voice, and learn 
to collaborate in a community of writers. Students will be encouraged to use process pedagogy, 
expressive pedagogy, and collaborative pedagogy to become active writers in multiple genres 
that are presented throughout the course. The course will be made up of five units consisting of a 
literacy narrative, poetry unit, folklore unit leading to a short story unit, and then a ten-minute 
play unit. The final product will be a portfolio of what the student believes to be their best work 
from the course. Throughout the semester, students will also be required to keep a handwritten or 
digital journal. Creative Writing is a classroom workshopping opportunity for students to learn 
through a variety of pedagogies along with learning interpersonal relationships through peer 





Hyper Document Example: 
Folklore Unit 
 




What do you already know 
about Hansel and Gretel?  
 
 









Read Hansel and 
 Gretel  
Record at least 5 facts: the characters, the plot, mood, 





The Little Mermaid  
 Read The Little Mermaid 
 
 
Record at least 5 facts: the characters, the plot, mood, 







 Watch The Little Mermaid 
Trailer  





  Read Rapunzel  Record at least 5 facts: the characters, the plot,  












 Pick two Cinderella Versions to 
read here.  
 
 
If you want to listen: 
“Cinderella” by Charles 
Perrault  
“Ashputtel” by Brother’s 
Grimm 
 
First Story: Record at least 5 facts: the characters, the 








Second Story: Record at least 5 facts: the characters, 
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Grammar Practice That Sticks: Teaching Grammar in the High School English Classroom 
Rationale 
Grammar is a part of the English classroom that is expected but often dreaded by students 
and even English teachers themselves. Each year it seems that students struggle with the same 
fundamental grammar skills that are needed for future careers and especially higher education. 
So the question arises, “how can I teach grammar for comprehension, but also retention?” The 
following lesson plans will cover punctuation, active and passive voice, and adjectives and 
adverbs, which can be added to any reading or writing unit if students are struggling with these 
concepts. Each unit will focus on how students can look at grammar within writing, literature, or 
a combination of both to guide their understanding of different grammar skills. Each of the units 
covered are requirements for the Ohio State Standards in place for grades tenth through twelfth 
grade. The standards are indicators for what will be on each Ohio State AIR Test for tenth-grade 
students taking ELA II. Each year Ohio testing has held grammar as an important skill along 
with an essay writing section for students to complete with grammar set as a standard on the 
rubric. The grammar units provided will not just serve tenth-grade students, but could also 
transfer to eleventh or twelfth grade, if students are struggling in a specific grammar skill. 
The rationale behind teaching multiple grammar lessons comes from research that finds 
that “grammar conventions taught in isolation seldom transfer to writing” (Weaver 35). 
Constance Weaver, author of Grammar to Enrich and Enhance Writing, has found that grammar 
must be taught alongside writing units with students utilizing the skills taught right away, rather 
than an instructor teaching a lesson over adjectives and adverbs, but then moving on to another 
unit without having the students use the new skills they have just learned. Another issue comes 
from the fact that traditional grammar is “inconsistent and confusing” and “focus[es] too much 
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attention on grammatical form and analyzing language, but not enough on employing the 
grammatical structures that can convey precise descriptions and clarifying information” (Weaver 
15). Again, Weaver finds that grammar without direct and precise instruction from teachers 
leaves students feeling confused and often unsure of how to use grammar skills correctly. The 
lessons provided will look at a specific grammatical skill that students often struggle to apply to 
their writing. The lessons will guide students in instruction and then an application to a written 
piece.  
Teaching English grammar is not only for testing requirements for the state or learning to 
become a better writer; language also holds power. Language has power in many different ways. 
The power in language can come from the dialect spoken, which is not always fair. Students 
should learn that Standard American English (SAE) is often preferred in certain social situations. 
If someone is not able to speak in SAE, that could be pointed out as low education, laziness, or 
inexperience. Authors Crovitz and Devereaux in Grammar to Get Things Done stated that “we 
must make sure that we don’t elevate Standard English beyond its reasonable place - a common 
dialect that offers access to the mainstream power structures in America. Standard English is not 
right, good, or proper - it is just a variation of English with a lot of social capital” (21). Crovitz 
and Deveraux point out that SAE is not the only way to speak English or even the proper way to 
speak it, but because of the social and political structures in the U.S., people can be looked down 
upon because of their dialect in English. Students should be provided with the skills to practice 
SAE, but also know that their dialect is not wrong or incorrect. Students still need to know that 
their voice is important in the classroom and that their voices hold a great deal of power.  
So now these lessons are to guide students in understanding a grammatical skill, applying 
it to writing or literature, and adding their own voice, which in turn teaches them the power of 
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language. These lessons will help students meet Ohio State Standards and testing questions that 
may appear on ELA II. As Crovitz and Deveraux stated, “only through understanding the social 
constructions of language, power, society, and identity can we teach grammar ethically, without 
silencing our students - their thoughts, words, and worlds” (19). ). Grammar is a difficult 
subject for many students because of the continually changing rules and the inability to 
connect grammar to writing practice. Applying the skills to actual writing and letting 
students play with the power of language can increase retention for high school students in 
the English classroom. 
 
Grammar Lessons 
I. Lesson 1: Punctuation  
II. Lesson Preparation: 
A. Grade level: 10th grade  
B. Supporting Theory/Theorist:  
1. “Punctuation in actual communication” from Crovitz and Devereaux.  
C. Standard(s) to which this lesson adheres/supports: 
1. L.9-10.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
2. L.9-10.2.a. Use a semicolon (and perhaps a conjunctive adverb) to link 
two or more closely related independent clauses. 
3. L.9-10.b. Use a colon to introduce a list or quotation. 
III. Lesson Plan: 
A. Materials and Technology Needed: 
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1. Reading from Grammar to Get Things Done by Crovitz and Devereaux 
pages 194-202; 215-218. 
2. “Boardworks” PowerPoint with Smart TV interactions and manipulations. 
3. Students may take notes on their Chromebooks that are provided for each 
student.  
4. See appendix for all the materials needed.  
B. Student Objectives:  
1. Students will correctly use commas, semicolons, colons, and end 
punctuation.  
2. Students will write in a variety of forms to practice using correct 
punctuation skills.  
C. The number of class sessions needed: 3-5 sessions 
D. Descriptions of activities for each class period: 
1. Class Session # 1: Read from Grammar to Get Things Done pages 194-
196 over colons. Students will complete the “Boardworks” PowerPoint 
over colons with a “Boardworks” worksheet to follow along. Students will 
then work in pairs with “Experimenting with Colons” on page 197-198 in 
Grammar to Get Things Done, where they will select two scenarios from 
“Power of Lists,” “Defining a Term,” or “The Final Reason.” Students 
will share their sentence examples with one other group, then turn in their 
sentences.  
2. Class Session #2: Read from Grammar to Get Things Done pages 198-201 
over semicolons. Students will complete the “Boardworks” PowerPoint 
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with a “Boardworks” worksheet over semicolons to follow along. Students 
will select a new partner to complete “Experimenting with Semicolons” on 
page 201-203 of Grammar to Get Things Done, where they will select two 
scenarios to complete together. Students will share their sentence 
examples with one other group, then turn in their sentences.  
3. Class Session #3: Read from Grammar to Get Things Done pages 215-218 
over commas. Students will complete the “Boardworks” PowerPoint with 
a “Boardworks” worksheet over commas to follow along. Students will 
create actual communication sentence examples on their own using 
commas then they can work with a partner to peer review their ideas. 
Students will turn in their sentence examples. 
4. Class Session #4-5: Since this lesson is a supplemental, it can be used 
before, during, or after a writing unit. Students should now look at a piece 
of writing they are in-process or finished writing. Students should add in 
colons, semicolons, commas, and end punctuation where needed. They 
will focus their writing on correcting or adding appropriate punctuation. 
Students will be graded on their correctness in punctuation usage.  
E. Describe this lesson’s assessment strategies  
1. Type(s) of assessment: Students will be completing formative assessments 
by filling out their “Boardworks” worksheets and doing example 
sentences for each experimenting in actual communication scenarios. 
Students will also work on a written piece that will be graded as a 
summative assessment from the unit.  
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2. Tool(s) used for assessment: Classroom observations, completion of 
worksheets, actual communication examples from students, sample 
writing from students with focus on punctuation.  
IV. Lesson 2: Active and Passive Voice 
V. Lesson Preparation: 
A. Grade level: 10th Grade 
B. Supporting Theory/Theorist: 
1. “The Passive Voice” by Kolln and Gray  
C. Standard(s) to which this lesson adheres/supports: 
1. L.9-10.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
2. W.9-10.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what 
is most significant for a specific purpose and audience. 
VI. Lesson Plan: 
A. Materials and Technology Needed: 
1. Rhetorical Grammar by Kolln and Gray pages 40-43. 
2. https://www.inc.com/geoffrey-james/george-orwells-advice-on-how-to-
tweet-effectively.html  
3. https://www.businesswriting.com/tests/activepassive.htm  
4. See appendix for all the materials needed.  
B. Student Objectives:  
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1. Students will learn and practice the difference between active and passive 
voice. 
2. Students will edit sentences and previously written work to make it more 
precise and clear. 
3. Students will demonstrate an understanding of active and passive voice 
and how it can impact the author’s voice.  
C. The number of class sessions needed: 3-5 
D. Descriptions of activities for each class period: 
1. Class Session # 1: Bellringer: Have students read the following Twitter 
Status: “The Rochester Hairy Gorillas were beaten by the Miami Beach 
Pink Sparkly Dolphins at the championship soccer match at my high 
school on Sunday.” This status is too long for Twitter, so students need to 
change the sentence to fit the 130 character rule (Flocabulary). Discuss if 
students changed the status from passive to active voice. Students will 
then read Rhetorical Grammar by Kolln and Gray pages 40-43. Students 
should complete Exercise 9 on page 41. Once completed with the exercise, 
students will discuss their answers as a whole class discussion. Then with 
a partner, students will complete “For Group Discussion” on page 41 of 
Kolln and Gray; students will turn in their final results.  
2. Class Session #2: Bellringer: Students will complete the activities on 
“Write Strong, Active Voice Sentences” from BuisnessWriting.com as a 
refresher for active versus passive voice. Students will then look at 
Geoffrey James’ article “George Orwell's Advice on How to Tweet 
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Effectively” to learn about clear and precise tweets using active voice. 
Once students have completed reading the article, they will work with a 
partner on the Flocabulary activity. They will change these sentences to 
active voice and get them to fit on Twitter with 130 Characters only. For 
homework, students will need to come to the next class session with at 
least three twitter profiles that must be verified accounts to work with in 
class tomorrow.  
3. Class Session #3: Students will come into class with at least three 
celebrities, politicians, sports figures, or public figures that are on Twitter. 
Students will be given six spaces from the “Vocabularize” worksheet by 
Rehbein. Students will need to come up with at least six tweets from their 
three figures chosen where they will take something that they have written 
in the passive voice and change it into active voice. They may also change 
any grammatical errors that are used in the tweet. Students will also need 
to state a rationale for why they made specific changes. By the end of 
class, we will come together to discuss what students found.  
4. Class Session #4-5: Since this lesson is a supplemental, it can be used 
before, during, or after a writing unit. Students should now look at a piece 
of writing they are in-process or finished writing and look for moments 
when they used passive voice and change it to active voice. They will 
focus their writing on correcting any voice issues. Students will be graded 
on their correctness in active voice usage.  
E. Describe this lesson’s assessment strategies  
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1. Type(s) of assessment: Students will complete formative assessments from 
bellringers and Kolln and Gray activities. Students will complete a 
summative assessment with the Twitter Activity. Then students will also 
complete a summative assessment by revising a recent written work to 
change passive voice to active voice.  
2. Tool(s) used for assessment: Bellringers, Kolln and Gray activities, 
“Focabulary” activities, “Vocabularize” worksheet, Twitter, and student 
essay samples.  
VII. Lesson 3: Adjectives and Adverbs to enhance writing 
VIII. Lesson Preparation: 
A. Grade level: 10th Grade 
B. Supporting Theory/Theorist: 
1. “Five Basic Brush Strokes” by Harry Noden  
C. Standard(s) to which this lesson adheres/supports: 
1. L.9-10.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
2. L.9-10.1.b. Use various types of phrases (noun, verb, adjectival, adverbial, 
participial, prepositional, absolute) and clauses (independent, dependent; 
noun, relative, adverbial) to convey specific meanings and add variety and 
interest to writing or presentations. 
3. W.9-10.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
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4. W.9-10.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what 
is most significant for a specific purpose and audience. 
IX. Lesson Plan: 
A. Materials and Technology Needed: 
1. “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe 
a) Text from Poetry Foundation: 
www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/48860/the-raven  
b) Audio from YouTube “The Raven (Christopher Lee)” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BefliMlEzZ8 
2. Exquisite Corpse Writing Gallery Walk (McEvoy) with Chromebooks  
3. Image Grammar by Harry Noden pages 4-13  
4. “Five Brush Strokes” Gallery Walk with Chromebooks:  
https://deanramser.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/image-grammar-
brushstrokes.pdf  
5. See appendix for all the materials needed.  
B. Student Objectives:  
1. Students will observe and mimic tone, style, and mood from Edgar Allan 
Poe’s “The Raven.”  
2. Students will use the “Five Brush Strokes” technique to enhance a piece of 
writing with adjectives and adverbs.  
C. The number of class sessions needed: 7-8 sessions  
D. Descriptions of activities for each class period: 
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1. Class Session # 1: Students will listen and read “The Raven” by Edgar 
Allan Poe. Students will then discuss the mood, setting, plot, and tone of 
“The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe. Students will pull out adjectives and 
adverbs that made the story extra creepy and mysterious to them.  
2. Class Session #2-3: Students will begin the “Exquisite Corpse Writing” 
Gallery Walk. Walking around the room to the different stations, students 
will use their Chromebooks to write a short story or poem based on the 
corpse writing activity prompts. Students should end up with 2-3 pages of 
writing.  
3. Class Session #4-5: Students will then look at the presentation over “The 
Five Brush Strokes” from Noden. Students will work with a partner on a 
gallery walk with “The Five Brush Stroke” activity set around the room. 
Each brush stroke will be at a different station for students to read about 
and learn if they would like to use that new technique in their story. 
Students will be looking at their “Exquisite Corpse Writing” piece that 
they completed the day before. Students must enhance their written piece 
with at least two or three of the brush strokes provided by Noden.  
4. Class Session #6: Students will work with a partner to peer review each 
other’s “Exquisite Corpse” pieces. Students will read the story aloud and 
comment directly on the Google Doc with comments. They will also 
check for enhanced adjectives and adverbs usage along with the 
application of two or three “Brush Strokes” in the written piece.  
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5. Class Session #7: Students will share out their final stories in small groups 
and then turn in their final written pieces. Students will be graded on their 
usage of the “Brush Strokes” and how they enhanced their adjectives and 
adverbs.  
X. Describe this lesson’s assessment strategies:  
A. Type(s) of assessment: Formative assessment with a class discussion of “The 
Raven.” Formative assessment with students completing both gallery walks. 
Summative assessment of final “Exquisite Corpse Writing” piece.  
B. Tool(s) used for assessment: Classroom observations, discussions, peer review 
notes, and “Exquisite Corpse Writing Rubric” for summative assessment.  
XI. Appendix Lesson 1 Punctuation 


































































































XII. Appendix Lesson 2 Active and Passive Voice 






B. Exercise 9 (Kolln and Gray 41) 
1. It’s important to recognize the passive voice when you see it—so that 
you’ll know how to use it deliberately and effectively. Remember that the 
passive voice must have a form of the auxiliary be and the past participle 
of the main verb.  
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2. Change the following active sentences into the passive voice; remember 
that the object of the active voice functions as the subject in the passive 
voice.  
a) The Hungarian inventor Erno Rubik designed the Rubik’s Cube in 
1974.  
b) Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen accidentally discovered the X-ray.  
c) Walter Diemer invented bubble gum in 1928.  
d) Hedy Lamar, an Austrian actress who had immigrated to the 
United States, and George Anthiel developed a secret 
communication system during World War II.  
3. Change the following passive sentences into the active voice; remember 
that the subject of the passive is an object in the active. (Note: If the agent 
is missing, you will have to supply one to act as the subject for the 
sentences in the active voice.)  
a) The White House was designed by James Hoban.  
b) Charles Babbage is considered a pioneer of computer science.  
c) The first batch of chocolate chip cookies was made by Ruth 
Wakefield.  
d) The Nobel Prize was awarded to Francis Crick and James Watson 
for producing the double-helix model.  
4. First decide if the following sentences are active or passive; then recast 
them. Be prepared to discuss whether one version is more effective than 
the other.  
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a) Guido d’Arezzo, an Italian monk, originated the musical staff 
during the Middle Ages.  
b) Mary Anderson was given a patent for windshield wipers in 1903.  
c) Robert Koch established criteria for identifying a causal link 
between an organism and a disease.  
d) James Naismith is remembered as the inventor of basketball. 
C. “For Group Discussion” (Kolln and Gray 41) 
1. Review the chart on page 40. With classmates, write nine sentences in the 
passive voice, each with a different verb and verb tense.  
2. Surely the most famous words in the history of the United States are those 
written by Thomas Jefferson in The Declaration of -Independence. Here is 
the opening of the Declaration’s second paragraph:  
a) We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent 
of the governed. That whenever any Form of Government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to 
abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation 
on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to 
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established 
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should not be changed for light and transient causes; and 
accordingly all experience hath shown, that mankind are more 
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right 
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.  
3. Underline the passive sentences. Rewrite all or some of them in the active 
voice and compare the two versions. 
D. Activity from Flocabulary: 
Change these sentences to active voice and get them to fit on Twitter (130 Characters): 
1. The Thanksgiving turkey dinner with cranberry sauce and stuffing was 
eaten by everyone, including Kristina, Jill, Nick, Kate, Matt and 
Alexander. (145 characters) 
2. Jeremiah had been given twenty gifts for his birthday by his family. But 
it’s because his parents had been given a discount by their friend who 
owned a store. (160 characters) 
3. The Jay-Z concert was attended by all of my friends. The concert venue 
was filled by fans of all ages. It was said by everyone that it was a great 
show. (152 characters) 
4. My brother, sister and I were invited by our neighbors to the block party. 
The hamburgers were cooked by Freddy and the cookies were baked by 































XIII. Appendix Lesson 3 Adjectives and Adverbs 








Exquisite Corpse Writing and Brush Stroke Writing Rubric: 
● Correct heading, size, font, creative title    /10 
● Creative story, characters, and plot     /10 
● Enhanced description with adjectives and adverbs   /30 
● Utilized at least 2-3 Brush Strokes     /20 
● Correct spelling, grammar, mechanics, and length (2-3 pages) /10 
       Total Points:  /80 
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